
How to Successfully Teach and Present
Choreography Online for Virtual Classes
Teaching and presenting choreography online for virtual classes requires a
unique approach that differs from in-person instruction. To ensure a
successful and engaging experience for students, it is essential to carefully
plan, prepare, and deliver the choreography while also incorporating
strategies to maintain student engagement.
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Planning and Preparation

Choose the right platform: Select a video conferencing platform that
is stable, user-friendly, and allows for clear audio and video
transmission.

Create a clear lesson plan: Outline the choreography, breaking it
down into manageable sections. Include detailed step-by-step
instructions and video demonstrations.
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Prepare high-quality video demonstrations: Record yourself
performing the choreography from multiple angles to provide students
with a comprehensive view.

Set up a dedicated space: Choose a well-lit area with a clean
background for recording and teaching.

Test your equipment: Ensure your camera, microphone, and internet
connection are working properly before the class.

Delivery

Start with a warm-up: Begin the class with light exercises to prepare
students for the choreography.

Break down the choreography: Teach the choreography in small
sections, focusing on clarity and precision.

Provide multiple perspectives: Show the choreography from
different angles and demonstrate it at various speeds.

Use visual aids: Display diagrams, charts, or animations to enhance
understanding.

Give clear verbal instructions: Describe each movement in detail,
using descriptive language and technical terms.

Provide constructive feedback: Offer specific corrections and
suggestions to help students improve their technique.

End with a cool-down: Lead students through gentle stretches or
exercises to conclude the class.

Student Engagement Strategies



Use interactive tools: Incorporate polls, Q&A sessions, and breakout
rooms to foster student participation.

Encourage questions: Create a welcoming environment where
students feel comfortable asking for clarification.

Provide opportunities for practice: Allow students to practice the
choreography in real-time or assign homework for additional practice.

Use music to enhance motivation: Choose appropriate music that
aligns with the choreography and creates a positive learning
environment.

Offer feedback and support: Regularly check in with students,
providing encouragement and addressing any challenges they may
encounter.

Record and share classes: Make recorded classes available for
students to review at their own pace.

Additional Tips

Consider the limitations of the online format: Be mindful of the
constraints of virtual teaching and adapt your choreography
accordingly.

Be patient and understanding: Not all students will learn at the same
pace, so be patient and provide extra support as needed.

Seek feedback from students: Regularly gather feedback to improve
your teaching and presentation style.

Stay up to date with technology: Explore new technologies and
platforms that can enhance the online learning experience.



Create a sense of community: Foster a positive and supportive
learning environment by encouraging students to interact with each
other.

Teaching and presenting choreography online for virtual classes requires
careful planning, preparation, and delivery. By following these strategies
and incorporating student engagement techniques, you can create an
effective and enjoyable learning experience that empowers your students
to develop their dance skills and artistry. Embrace the unique challenges
and opportunities of virtual teaching to unlock the full potential of online
dance instruction.
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